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Abstract

Ammosov V., Ivanilov A., Koreshev V., Semak A., Sviridov Yu., Zaets V. Multi-Strip Read-Out in RPCs:
Cross-Talks and Cluster Size.: IHEP Preprint 99–52. – Protvino, 1999. – p. 19, figs. 13, refs.: 14.

Study of cross talks and their correlation with an observed cluster size for multi-strip RPC read-out
was carried out using the beam and Inner Spark Pulser data. The marked influence of the surface resis-
tivity of the HV electrode graphite coating on the induced charge spread among the read–out strips was
observed. The waveforms and relative amplitudes of the CT signals were studied for different discharge
positions across the strips. No cross talks and cluster size reduction was obtained for the strip panel with
tiny screening strips as compared with the ordinary panel.
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pROWEDENO IZUˆENIE PEREKRESTNYH NAWODOK (pn) I IH KORRELQCII S RAZMEROM KLASTERA PRI MNO-
GOSTRIPOWOM SˆITYWANII SIGNALOW rEZISTIWNYH pLOSKIH kAMER. dANNYE POLUˆENY METODOM WNU-
TRENNEGO ISKROWOGO RAZRQDNIKA, A TAKVE NA PUˆKE ˆASTIC. nABL@DALOSX SU]ESTWENNOE WLIQNIE

POWERHNOSTNOGO SOPROTIWLENIQ GRAFITOWOGO POKRYTIQ WYSOKOWOLXTNOGO “LEKTRODA NA RASTEKANIE

INDUCIROWANNOGO ZARQDA PO POWERHNOSTI SˆITYWA@]EJ STRIPOWOJ PANELI. iZUˆENY FORMA I OT-
NOSITELXNAQ AMPLITUDA SIGNALOW pn W ZAWISIMOSTI OT POLOVENIQ LAWINY/STRIMERA OTNOSITELXNO

GRANIC STRIPA. nE OBNARUVENO PODAWLENIQ pn I RAZMEROW KLASTERA DLQ PANELI S UZKIMI “KRANI-
RU@]IMI STRIPAMI PO SRAWNENI@ S OBYˆNOJ PANELX@.
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INTRODUCTION

In the ATLAS experiment, the proposed Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) consist [1] of
the gas gap enclosed by two resistive (bakelite) electrodes. High voltage is supplied to the

outer surfaces of bakelite plates using graphite paint with the surface resistivity of the order
of 100 kΩ/square. Electrons produced in the gas gap develop discharge in the high uniform
electric field inside the gap. The discharge induces a signal in the read-out electrodes placed on

both sides of the gas gap. These electrodes are made as strips arranged in the X direction in
one strip panel and in the Y direction — in the opposite panel. Strip width of about 30 mm is

determined by both physical demands and the cost of the required electronics. Signals produced
on the strips are amplified, discriminated, shaped and used further in the trigger logic.

One of the main characteristics of the RPCs as muon trigger detectors is the number of strips
fired per one through going particle (cluster size). Large cluster size worsens the accuracy of

the particle track localization and is undesirable in the detectors working in a digital “yes/no”
read-out mode.

The sources of the multiple firing of several read-out channels are the processes usually
called “the cross talks” (CT). The CT phenomenon is habitual for different “open” multichannel
systems [2]. Various sources of the CTs can exist in particular systems [3]. First and the most

fundamental one is the induction effect that is responsible for the creation of a useful signal but
also for the unwanted pulses on surrounding electrodes [4–8]. The others are connected with

different parasitic couplings between electrodes [3,9].
The CTs in RPC and related detectors were considered by some groups [10-13]. A general

conclusion can be made from the published data that these characteristics are very special ones
for each particular detector design.

Beard et al. [10] studied the cross talks for the pad read-out in a thin gap MWPC. The
pad dimensions were roughly 18×23 cm2. The authors identified and disentangled three sources

of cross talks in terms of capacitive couplings between (a) adjacent pads, (b) pads and anode
wires, and (c) pads and a resistive cathode.

Mari et al. [11] performed a systematic study of CTs in a 2 mm gap glass RPC of the design

analogous to the ATLAS RPC. Pick-up strips (10 mm wide) were faced to the cathode, and the
opposite pick-up electrode was made as a pad 15×15 cm2. The authors varied distances between

the cathode and related pick-up strips and between the anode and pick-up pad. For the standard
set-up, the distance between opposite conducting planes was equal to 6.1 mm. Unipolar signals

were observed for strips i=±1 and ±2, where i=0 refer to the triggered strip. These signals
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had the triggered strip polarity for both (0.2 mm and 4 mm) positions of the pick-up strips
relative to the cathode plane, but they were inverted for the case where the opposite pick-up

pad was shifted by 4 mm from the anode plane. The authors developed a program capable of
reproducing all the features observed.

Crotty et al. [12] detected signals on adjacent strips in the 8 mm wide gap RPC. Strip width
was 12.5 mm on 15 mm pitch. High voltage (+ or –) was applied to the gas gap by the cooper
electrode on one side of the gap, and pick-up strips were placed to the other side. The distance

between conducting planes in the set-up was equal to about 10.5 mm. The authors detected
unipolar pulses on the strip adjacent to the triggered one for both positive and negative voltage

on the HV electrode. But if for the positive potential on the HV electrode (that is, the strips
facing the cathode) the CT pulses had the same polarity as the triggered strip signals, for the

negative polarity these signals were “often” [12] inverted.
In the present paper some results of the CTs and cluster size studies in the 2 mm gap

bakelite RPC are presented. These results were obtained both using the Inner Spark Pulser
(ISP) method [9] and during the beam exposures of the chamber. The goals of this study were:

— to obtain quantitative data on CTs in the RPC design similar in the main to the ATLAS

proposal;
— to estimate a correlation between CTs values and cluster size, and

— to investigate the nature of CTs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 the experimental methodic is briefly described.
In Section 2, the results on CTs are presented. Section 3 contains some data about cluster size

measurements. In Section 4 some CT results are presented that are of more general interest. In
Section 5 we discuss the obtained results and the last section contains our conclusion.

1. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The RPC used for beam studies had one 2.1 mm wide gas gap with lateral dimensions

0.5 × 2 m2. The HV electrodes were made from 1.6 mm thick phenol-melamine plates having
(1-3)×1012 Ωcm volume resistivity. The bakelite plates were glued together through PVC frames

and spacers. The applied voltage was spread over the outer electrodes surfaces by graphite paint.
No additional treatment was applied to the inner surfaces of the gas gap.

The chamber had X and Y read-out strip panels. The results presented refer to the 2 m
long X-strips (16 in total). Two designs of this X-panel were studied. In both of them strips

were scratched on the copper laminated G10 sheets 0.5 mm thick; a similar sheet was used
for the return electrodes of the panels. These sheets were glued onto the 2 mm thick foam

plate to obtain 3 mm thick panels. The first panel studied (“ordinary” panel) was the simplest
panel with the sensitive strips 28 mm wide and 2 mm gaps between them. In the second panel
(“screened” panel) the screening tiny strips 1 mm wide were made between the sensitive strips.

These screening strips were terminated with resistors equal to their measured impedance of
130 Ω. The impedances of the sensitive strips were equal to 24 Ω. These strips were terminated

on both ends with 50 Ω resistors to match, together with the input impedance of the amplifiers,
the impedance of the strip line.

The beam data were obtained on the test beam of U–70 IHEP accelerator. The trigger was
worked out by fourfold coincidence of scintillation counters S1–S4 (Fig. 1–a) and picked out
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1.5×4 cm2 area of one vertical X-strip (further on — the “reference” strip). Veto-counter with
25 mm diameter hole in front of the RPC was added to the trigger in some exposures.

Long strips under study were connected at one end (Fig. 1–b) to 16–channels ampli-
fier/discriminator ATL161 with two thresholds of 0.5 and 1.0 mV. Outputs of ATL161 were

fed to the TDC with about 0.7 ns binning. TDC gates were 400 and 500 ns. TDC data were
used for cluster size measurements.

Opposite ends of strips were used for waveform observation and relative amplitude measure-
ments on different strips using digital oscilloscope with 500 MHz bandwidth and 2 Gs/s sampling
rate. A reference strip was also used for the efficiency, singles rate and reference charge mea-

surements. The QDC used had sensitivity of 0.26 pC/count. The QDC gate width was varied
from 100 to 500 ns.

We used mixtures of C2H2F4/iC4H10/SF6 in the following flow rate compositions: 97/3/0,
96.5/3/0.5, 96/3/1, 95/3/2, 92/3/5 and 98/0/2.

The ISP is essentially a needle under high potential inserted into the gas gap. In our design,
the ISP was made as a section of gas gap mock-up (Fig. 2–a); the needle of the ISP was put

(Fig. 2–b) through the upper bakelite plate. A remaining gap between the needle and the lower
plate was about 0.4 mm. Just under the needle a thin cooper foil was glued to the lower bakelite

to form about 50 mm2 conducting spot to stabilize the ISP operation. HV was fed to the needle
by the graphite coating. The whole set-up included the ISP, strip panels and the gas gap mock-
up. The gas gap mock-up was made as a set of 10, 35, 50 and 100 cm long sections to form,

including ISP, the 2 m long unit (Fig. 2–a). The ISP was made 5 cm wide in a strip direction
and 70 cm long in a perpendicular direction, to provide a possibility of moving spark position

across the strip.
The principle of ISP operation is simple: For some threshold voltage applied to the needle,

sparks appear in the gap between the needle tip and the lower bakelite plate. Sparking frequency
increases linearly with applied voltage and is some tens Hz. The amplitude of the pulse on strip

just under the needle (reference strip) was a few volts and was stable to at least 10%. The signals
on the reference and neighbour strips were observed and measured with a usual oscilloscope.

We studied with the ISP the two above mentioned strip panels and additionally 55 cm long
panel. One half of this panel was similar in design to the “ordinary” panel and the other — to
the “screened” panel, thus providing the possibility of direct comparison of the screening strips

effects. The screening strips of this panel were grounded on both ends.
During the beam exposure, the positive voltage was applied to the chamber and the long

strips under study were those close to the anode. The performance of the RPC with respect
to efficiency, HV plateau width, charge properties and other characteristics are described else-

where [13]. In the ISP studies, both positive and negative polarities were applied to the needle.

2. CROSS TALKS STUDY

Important information about the nature of CTs can be obtained from the observation of the
waveforms of voltage signals on different strips.

On Fig. 3 the typical waveforms of signals are shown for the reference strip (i=0) and for
strips i=±1 and i=±2. These signals were observed with a digital oscilloscope during the beam

exposure and for the “ordinary” panel. The RPC was operated with a binary 97/3/0 gas mixture
at the HV set 400 V above the plateau knee. The trigger was modified to pick-out narrower

region of the detector plane, 0.3(across strip)×4(along strip) cm2. The results presented were
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obtained for the trigger position on the axis of the reference strip. Signals from i=±1, ±2 strips
were amplified by 20 and those of the reference strip by 4 (Fig. 3–a, b, c, d) or 7 (Fig. 3–e, f, g, h).

Fig. 3–a, b, c and d refer to the case of low — about 50 kΩ/sq — graphite resistivity and
Fig. 3–e, f, g, h — to the high — 500 kΩ/sq — resistivity. For the low resistivity anode, the

long tails of the opposite polarity are seen for the reference signals. The amplitudes of these
tails are about (10–15)% of the useful signals. The corresponding long pulses appear on the

neighbour strips superimposed on the prompt CT signals. These long pulses have the polarity
of the reference signals. In [8] such an effect was predicted by simulation and was attributed

to the discharging of “reference strip–graphite” effective capacitance C∗, that was charged by
avalanche/streamer development in the gas gap, through graphite effective resistance R∗. The
amplitudes of these long pulses should be roughly RS/R

∗ of the signal on a reference strip, where

RS is the strip load. Thus, for the higher resistivity anode such effect is strongly suppressed.
The difference seen on Fig. 3–a and 3–c in signal waveforms for strips i=+1 and i=–1 was

caused most likely by the trigger offset from the reference strip axis. It should be stressed
(Fig. 3–c, d) that the amplitudes of the long parasitic pulses are often higher than those of the

fast CT signals.
The fast CT signals (Fig. 3–e, f, g, h) have a distinguished bipolar shape. For the strips

i=±1 the CT signal has a bipolar shape with the leading pulse of the reference polarity. It looks
like a derivative of the reference negative signal on strip i=0.

For all other strips, the CT signals are also bipolar but “inverted”, with positive leading
pulses.

Similar waveforms were also observed with the ISP for all the above-mentioned panels and

for the needle position on the reference strip axis. Also these features do not depend on the
polarity of the HV applied to the needle of ISP except, certainly, for simultaneous inverting of

all the pulses.
The number of strips fired when a particle traverses the gas gap (cluster size) depends on

the amplitudes of signals induced on different strips.
The distribution of relative amplitudes ri0 between strips for the trigger position near the

reference strip axis were obtained with a digital oscilloscope and are shown on Fig. 4 for the
“ordinary” panel and two graphite resistivities. We have defined the relative CT amplitudes ri0
as

ri0 = Ai/A0, (1)

where Ai, A0 are the amplitudes of signals on strip “i” and the reference strip (i=0), respectively.
For bipolar signals, only the pulses of reference polarity were considered. For the low resistivity,

two data sets are shown, for the direct fast CT signals and for the long parasitic ones.
For a high resistivity case and for prompt signals in a low resistivity case, the relative CT

amplitudes for i=±1 strips are equal to 0.05, about 0.006 — for i=±2 strips and only 0.002–0.003
for the other strips.

The indication is seen that for long pulses in the case of low resistivity anode, the distribution
is wider: r10 is about 0.1, r20�0.03 and for other strips ri0 seem to be not lower than 0.01.

The CT study with the ISP provided us with a first possibility (confirmed by the beam data,
see later) to observe the waveform and relative amplitudes gradual changing in dependence of
the discharge position across the strip. It was found in particular that the reference signal retains

its shape for the needle position up to the distance of about 18 mm from the strip axis (that
is, 4 mm outside the reference strip edge and 2 mm inside the adjacent strip region) and only

then changes it to the one shown on Fig. 3–e, f for i=±1. The similar behaviour was observed
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for the adjacent strip: Bipolar shape transforms to the unipolar one for the needle position still
inside the reference strip. In other words, both neighbour strips have identical signal waveforms

for the “edge region” of about ±(3–4) mm near the midline between these strips.
On Fig. 5 the ratio r10 is shown in dependence of the ISP needle position across the strips i=0

and i=+1. Superimposed on this figure are also the beam data (“ordinary” panel, low graphite
resistivity, only fast CT signals of the reference polarity were considered) showing the ratios r10
and r20 as a function of trigger position. A general agreement is seen. The r10(r20) ratios vary
from 0.05(0.006) at the reference strip axis to 1(0.06) — for the needle position between two

adjacent strips, respectively.
A short run was carried out with the negative HV applied to the chamber that is the long

read-out strips facing the cathode. No differences in the CT signal waveforms were observed

except the obvious inversion. Some results regarding the CT distribution between strips in this
case are shown on Fig. 5. It seems that these characteristics are similar for both “anode” and

“cathode” strips.
The effect of the screening strips was studied with ISP both on the two 2 m long panels used

during the beam tests and on the 55 cm long combined strip panel described above, to exclude
possible systematics. The results are presented on Fig. 6. On Fig. 6–a signal partition between

adjacent strips i=0 and i=1 for different needle positions with respect to strips is shown for both
“screened” and “ordinary” long panels. There is not seen a pronounced difference between two

data sets. On Fig. 6–b, the possible effect of screening strips is shown in terms of screening
coefficient Ri defined as

Ri = (ri0)SC/(ri0)ORD. (2)

Here the subscripts SC(ORD) refer to screened(ordinary) parts of the short panel, respectively.

In these measurements the ISP needle was positioned above the reference strip axis. No signif-
icant reduction in CTs relative amplitudes is seen for the “screened” panel with respect to the

“ordinary” one.

3. CLUSTER SIZE STUDY

For the given CT signals distribution among the strips, the cluster size depends on the charge

produced in the discharge process and on the discriminator threshold. The dependence of the
average cluster size M on the mean charge qm induced on the triggered strip is shown on Fig. 7.
These data were obtained for different TFE/IB/SF6 gas mixtures with the “screened” panel and

50 kΩ/sq graphite coating resistivity. Two figures differ in the charge scale: It is logarithmic for
Fig. 7–a and linear for Fig. 7–b. It is seen from these figures that the mean cluster size for the

given average charge does not depend on the gas mixture used. Two slopes of nearly straight
lines are evident from Fig. 7–b for M as a function of qm reflecting apparently different values

of the relative CT amplitudes for i=±1 strips and the others. The slope of the first line is about
1.0 pC−1 and of the second one — 0.06 pc−1.

On Fig. 8 we compare the M vs qm data for two mixtures (1% and 2% of SF6) obtained for the
“screened” panel with the data for 95/3/2 and 98/0/2 mixtures, measured with the “ordinary”

panel. For the both data sets, the graphite coating had low resistivity. No significant difference
is seen for the two data sets. Thus, the efficiency of the tiny screening strips in cluster size

reduction seems to be questionable, in agreement with the CTs result.
In Fig. 9 we compare the M vs qm–dependence for the binary mixture measured for two

different surface resistivities of the anode graphite coatings. A visible difference for the most
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important charge range from 1 pC to about 10 pC is evident: For the higher resistivity anode
the average cluster size M is reduced by at least 1.

Comparison of the observed “charge— cluster size” correlation with the predictions based on
the CT data requires accurate simulation taking into account all the experimental details. Now

we can only say that the observed correlation is in a rough agreement with that expected from
Fig. 5. Namely, our estimated charge threshold is qthr�0.1 pC. Having r10�5%, we expect that

for q≤qthr/r10�2 pC in most of the events the cluster size will be m=1. Similarly, as r20�0.5%,
we expect m=(2–3) for charges from 2 to about 25 pC. For the higher charges the cluster size

can be as high as the total number of strips.
Such a comparison is presented in Fig. 10, where integral cluster size distributions are shown

for the three charge intervals. These distributions show the fractions fm of events with the

cluster size ≥m. The data were obtained for the binary gas mixture at HV setting 500 V above
the efficiency plateau knee, ordinary panel and high resistivity graphite coating. For charges

≤ 2 pC, 65% of events have m=1. For the second charge interval, 80% of events have m≤3,
and for the last interval all ten strips are fired in about one half of events (only 10 strips were

equipped with amplifiers in the given run).

4. STUDY OF CTs FOR DIFFERENT “RPC” CONFIGURATIONS

The ISP method also provided us with additional information that is not connected di-

rectly to the real RPCs but is, to our mind, interesting and useful for understanding the CTs
phenomena.

In Fig. 11 we sketch three set-ups studied: (a)— “open” configuration, that contains one strip
panel under study and gas gap mock-up/ISP, not covered by the opposite panel or continuous
screen, (b) — complete RPC model and (c) — the “semi–open” configuration, which is similar

to the real RPC but the opposite panel is lifted by (6–7) mm upward, thus increasing distance
D between two strip planes to about (12–13) mm, instead of 5.7 mm for the real RPC studied

(see Fig. 2). As is shown the HV is supplied to the needle through graphite coating. In all the
cases the needle was positioned on the reference strip axis.

In Fig. 12, typical distributions of relative CT amplitudes among the strips are shown.
For the “open” configuration (Fig. 12–a) the signals on all the neighbour strips have opposite

(relative to the reference strip) polarity; they are unipolar. It is worth noting that the sum
of these opposite sign relative amplitudes is approximately equal in an absolute value to unity.

Because all the signals have the same length, this observation indicates an equality of the total
charge, induced on the surrounding strips, to the reference charge, in an absolute value.

For comparison, Fig. 12–b shows the relative amplitudes distribution in real RPC, already

discussed above. Bipolar signals were observed as it was shown in Fig. 3.
When the opposite panel is lifted upward in the RPC mock-up (Fig. 11–c), the CT picture is

similar to the one observed for the “open” geometry, that is the CT signals are also unipolar and
of the opposite polarity with respect to a reference pulse. This is of course completely different

from the real RPC case. Relative amplitudes of CT signals are in this case (Fig. 12–c) smaller
than in the “open” configuration case.

In Fig. 13 the relative CT amplitudes are shown for two adjacent strips as a function of
needle position across strips for the first case (compare with Fig. 5 for the real RPC). It is

seen that for the “edge region” between strips, signals on both of them have already the same
polarity.
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Thus, basing on our ISP study we should stress that the peculiarities of the CT signals are
strictly limited to the particular case of the RPC design.

5. DISCUSSION

According to the results presented above we can distinguish two different mechanisms of the

CTs in our RPC. Our inference is mainly based on the observed waveforms of CTs signals as a
function of discharge position.

In the first mechanism the CT signals are the result of capacitive couplings between elec-
trodes. For strips i=±1 adjacent to the triggered strip in the same panel, a suitable capacitance
Cp is “strip–to–strip” capacitance. A signal created on the triggered strip is differentiated on

Cp and acquires distinguished bipolar shape (Fig. 3–e,g). This is the mechanism that can be
observed (and was studied at an early stage of our work) by applying an external voltage pulse

to the reference strip and observing CTs signals on adjacent strips. For more distant strips
|i|≥2, the mechanism of CTs is the same in nature but essential quantities are the (positive)

signal created on the opposite orthogonal strip and Cp is in this case “panel–to–panel” capac-
itance (Fig. 3–f,h). Relative CTs amplitudes for this mechanism are determined to the first

approximation by the ratios Cp/(Cp+Cs), where Cs is “strip–to–ground” capacitance.
The other mechanism of CTs (the induction effect) was observed for discharge positions in

the region about ±5 mm between adjacent strips in the real RPC design. For this mechanism
the source of CT signals are the moving charge carriers themselves. This movement induces
pulses of similar shape on the both adjacent strips.

The picture of CTs caused by the induction effect in RPC depend, according to our results,
on the ratio between strip width W and the distance D̃ between the internal anode surface of the

gas gap and the opposite strip plane [3,7]. For the real RPC, this value is D̃/W�0.15. It seems
most likely that the induction mechanism is also responsible for the results obtained for “open”

and “semi–open” configurations. For “semi–open” configuration, D̃/W�0.45 and for the “open”
one — D̃/W=∞. To explain the observed peculiarities, detailed calculations in the framework

of “weighting field” method [4,5] seem to be required.
Of course, both above sources of CTs are present at the same time and in any electrodes con-

figuration and the question is only which of them prevails in the given conditions, in particular,
the detector design and particle track position.

We did not observe a significant reduction in CTs for the “screened” panel. To be effective

as a screen for the capacitive CTs source, a tiny strip should be grounded on the spot of
discharge position. In other case it should be also considered as capacitively coupled to the

ground through Cts. The screening coefficient for adjacent strips R1 is then about C̃p/(C̃p+Cts),
where C̃p is parasitic capacitance of the tiny strip to the neighbour sensitive strip. From a rough

consideration one can predict that for our case R1≥0.6.
The method of screening strips was used in plastic streamer tubes [14]. The authors reported

on the reduction of the relative amplitude of the pulse on adjacent strip by a factor of two as
compared with not screened array. But in this detector the sensitive and screening strips were

6 and 4 mm wide, respectively. The effect of the CT reduction was achieved at the expense of
accompanying decrease of the useful signal by a factor of two.

Our data on the resistive HV electrodes “transparency” are in accordance with those pub-
lished in [8]. For safe operation the surface resistivity of the graphite coating ≥500 kΩ/sq is
desirable.
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CONCLUSION

Study of CTs arising for multi-strip read-out of RPC signals was carried out both in the

beam exposures of the chamber and using the ISP method.
It was found that depending on the particle track co-ordinate across the triggered strip

(±15 mm with respect to the strip axis), the relative amplitude on adjacent strips varies between
about 0.05 and 1 and for strips i=±2 — from about 0.006 to 0.06. For other strips the observed

relative amplitudes were of the order of 0.002–0.003.
No CTs and cluster size reduction was obtained for the “screened” panel with 1 mm wide

screening strips between the sensitive ones as compared with the ordinary panel.
The surface resistivity of the graphite coating of the high voltage electrodes of the order of

�50 kΩ/square was found to be insufficient: Very long pulses were observed on neighbour strips
often having higher amplitudes than the prompt CT signals. For the surface resistivity of about
500 kΩ/sq, this effect is considerably suppressed. Accordingly mean cluster size is decreased by

1 in the most important region of mean charges from 1 to 10 pC.
The observed cluster size dependence on the charge induced on the triggered strip is in a

rough agreement with expectations based on the CT results. For a more accurate comparison,
detailed simulation of the experimental conditions is required.

Comparison of the obtained results with the existing predictions [6,7] is difficult because of
a very specific character of the CTs peculiarities noted above. On the other hand, the results

presented can be used as a guide to any calculations of the CTs which should reproduce, in their
turn, the observed features.
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up on the test beam: (a) — detectors lay-out, (b) — electronic circuits: 1 –
amplifier 26 dB, 2 – fan-out, 3 – discriminator/shaper 6 mV, 4 – shaper 40 ns, 5 – coincidence
unit, 6 – fan-out, 7 – attenuator 20 dB, 8 – QDC, 9 – 16 channel FE amplifier/discriminator,
10 – TDC.
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Fig. 2. Set-up for ISP studies: (a) — top view, not to scale, three strips are sketched by dashed lines;
(b) — cross-sectional view.
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Fig. 3. Signal waveforms: (a–d) — low resistivity anode, Ch.2 — reference strip i=0, Ch.1 — i=–1(a),
i=–2(b), i=+1(c), i=+2(d); (e–h) — high resistivity anode, Ch.1 — reference strip i=0, Ch.2 —
i=–1(e), i=–2(f), i=+1(g), i=+2(h).
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Fig. 4. Distribution of CT signals over strips for low and high graphite surface resistivities, beam data.

Fig. 5. CT dependence on the discharge position: ratios r10 and r20 as a function of the trigger or ISP
needle positions. Open symbols — “anode” strips, solid — “cathode” strips.
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Fig. 7. Average cluster size M as a function of mean charge qm for different TFE/isobutane/SF6 mix-
tures. (a) — logarithmic charge scale, (b) — linear charge scale.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of CTs for “screened” and “ordinary” strip panels: (a) — signal partition between
adjacent strips for two panel designs; (b) — ratios of CTs relative amplitudes for “screened”
and “ordinary” panels.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of cluster sizes for screened and ordinary panels.

Fig. 9. Comparison of cluster sizes as a function of mean charge for two anode surface resistivities.
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Fig. 10. Integral cluster size distributions for given charge intervals: (a) — 0≤q≤2 pC, (b) —
2≤q≤25 pC, (c) — 25≤q≤100 pC.
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Fig. 11. Sketches of additional set-ups used in CT studies with ISP: (a) — “open” configuration, (b) —
real RPC and (c) — “semi-open” configuration, opposite strip panel shifted 6 mm upward.
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Fig. 12. Relative amplitudes distributions among strips for (a) — “open” configuration, (b) — real
RPC and (c) — “semi-open” configuration.
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Fig. 13. Relative amplitudes for adjacent strips as a function of ISP needle position, “open” configura-
tion.
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